Abstract. The global asymptotic stability of the unique steady state of a nonlinear scalar parabolic equation with a nonlocal boundary condition is studied. The equation describes the evolution of the temperature profile that is subject to a feedback control loop. It can be viewed as a model of a rudimentary thermostat, where a parameter controls the intensity of the heat flow in response to the magnitude of the deviation from the reference temperature at a boundary point. The system is known to undergo a Hopf bifurcation when the parameter exceeds a critical value. Results on the characterization of the maximal parameter range where the reference steady state is globally asymptotically stable are obtained by analyzing a closely related nonlinear Volterra integral equation. Its kernel is derived from the trace of a fundamental solution of a linear heat equation. A version of the Popov criterion is adapted and applied to the Volterra integral equation to obtain a sufficient condition for the asymptotic decay of its solutions.
Introduction
The nonlocal nonlinear problem
in (0, ∞) × (0, π), u x (t, 0) = tanh βu(t, π) for t ∈ (0, ∞), u x (t, π) = 0 for t ∈ (0, ∞), u(0, ·) = u 0 in (0, π),
with parameter β ∈ R was first introduced in [11] as a simple model for a thermostat where the sensor is not placed in the same position as the heating/cooling actuator that receives temperature feedback. In that paper, it was shown that the local exponential stability of the trivial solution u(t, ·) ≡ 0 is lost when β ∈ (0, ∞) exceeds the critical value β 0 ≈ 5.6655. In fact, in [11] it is shown that a Hopf bifurcation occurs at β 0 which produces a local branch of periodic solutions for β ∈ (β 0 , β 0 + ε) and some ε > 0. In this paper we show that the trivial solution is globally attractive for β ∈ (0, β 0 ). Following the terminology used in [17] we need to distinguish between the concept of the attractor A β and the B-attractor A β when formulating our main results in Theorem 5.1. We point out that, in general, the attractorÂ β is a proper subset of the B-attractor A β . We prove that the continuous semiflow Φ β induced on H 1 (0, π) by the system (1.1) has a global attractorÂ β = {0} for β ∈ (0, β 0 ) and that for β ∈ (0, By means of a weak formulation we interpret (1. given by
and the linear operators γ π ∈ L(H 1 , R) with γ π (u) = u(π) and γ 0 ∈ L(R, H −1 ) with γ 0 (s), v = sγ 0 (v), for s ∈ R and v ∈ H 1 denote the trace operator at x = π and the dual of the trace operator at x = 0, respectively. Notice, in particular, that γ 0 (s) = sδ 0 , where δ 0 ∈ H −1 is the Dirac distribution supported in x = 0, i.e. δ 0 is defined by the duality pairing δ 0 , ϕ H −1 ,H 1 := ϕ(0).
The solution of (1.2) exists globally and can be represented by the variation of constants formula u(t, u 0 ) = e −tA N u 0 − where the second identity holds due to the linearity of the semigroup {e −tA N | t ≥ 0} generated by the operator −A N on H −1 , which is analytic and strongly continuous. As described in [11] and [12] the general theory presented in [1] allows one to formulate the Cauchy Problem (1.2) on a scale of Banach spaces which includes e.g. H 1 ⊂ H −1 . As discussed in [11] , and further explored in [7] , the global semiflow Φ β induced by (1.2) consists of classical solutions u(t, u 0 )(x) of the parabolic initial boundary value problem (1.1).
We conclude this section with a brief and incomplete overview on the research that the seemingly innocuous thermostat model triggered since its introduction in [11] . In that paper a brief passage in N. Wiener's book "Cybernetics" is quoted and indicated as the source of initial inspiration.
Results about the linear(ized) model have been discussed in [15] also allowing the sensor location to be any x ∈ (0, π]. They follow an approach based on an integral reformulation of the problem via the Laplace transform. They observe that the same phenomena rigorously proven in [11] remain valid if the sensor is placed in a different location than the actuator, no matter how close they may be. Global stability of the trivial solution has been studied in [7] , where the authors prove the existence of a bounded global attractor A β for any β > 0 and manage to obtain global stability of the trivial solution for β ∈ (0, 1 π ), showing that A β = {0} in that parameter range. In Remarks 1.1 and 1.2, we give two simple proofs for global stability. The first recovers the global stability result for β ∈ (0, 1 π ) and the second extends the parameter range of global stability to (0, 4 π ). Problem (1.1) has also been studied in the presence of noise in [19] . There the author shows that the average solution of the thermostat problem with randomly switching locations of the sensor and of the actuator can exhibit exponential growth in spite of the fact that stability holds for both configurations.
The observation that the first eigenfunction of the linearization of the stationary problem remains positive up to β = 1 2 and that, for β ∈ (0, 1 2 ), the semi-group is non-positive leads to the concept of eventually positive semi-groups. These ideas have recently been introduced and developed in [6, 5] .
Various nonlinear stationary problems associated with (1.1) have been studied by several authors. We only mention G. Infante and J.R.L Webb ( [13] , [14] ) here and refer to their bibliography for numerous additional results.
The Hopf bifurcation phenomenon engendered by the nonlocal nature of the boundary condition has also inspired the research presented in [10] on a market price formation model introduced by J.M. Lasry and P.L. Lions. In particular, in that specific context a similar Hopf bifurcation scenario shows that "demand" and "supply" do not simply create stable prices but can lead to price oscillations. The phenomenon emerges on the basis of the modelled behaviour of the population densities of buyers and sellers positioned in a liquid market over a continuum of prospective transaction prices.
The variety of results obtained since the introduction of this rudimentary thermostat model for the original purpose of underpinning N. Wiener's postulated "wild oscillations" more explicitly and rigorously, bears witness to the interesting underlying mathematical properties of this prototypical "parabolic oscillator".
Before proceeding to the derivation of our main result in the next section, we provide two simpler proofs, albeit at the cost of only obtaining smaller ranges for global stability. In the first remark it is shown that the stability result of [7] can be obtained in a different way that gives additional insight into the behavior of solutions. In Remark 1.2 we provide a sharper proof that extends the stability range from (0,
so that u(t, ·) 2 can only grow if u(t, 0)u(t, π) < 0. An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields that
It follows that
and that
Therefore for non-negativity it is necessary that 1 π u(t, 0) ≤ tanh β u(t, π) ,
i.e., that u(t, 0) ≤ π, and that
i.e., that u(t, π) ≤ π, but also that
which entails that u(t, π) ≤ π tanh β u(t, π) ≤ πβ u(t, π) , or, equivalently, that β ≥ 1 π . This yields the stability of the trivial solution for β ∈ (0, 1 π ) but also the boundedness of the orbits. We don't give the details of the argument and refer to the result on the existence of the global B-attractor for any β > 0 which is proven in [7] and motivated us to revisit this problem.
In the next remark we extend the stability range to β ∈ (0 , 4 π ) by a relatively simple and direct argument.
∈ [δ, β] for t ≥ 0 and some δ = δ(u 0 ) > 0 since solutions of (1.2) remain pointwise bounded as shown in [7] . We claim that
is a Ljapunov functional for the equation as long as β ∈ (0 , 4 π ) . In Section 5 we will discuss that this implies that the B-attractor is given by A β = {0} for that range of the parameter β. In order to verify that we indeed have a Ljapunov functional we compute d dt
where we use the suggestive notation δ x := γ x for x ∈ {0, π} to highlight the inherent symmetry. Thus we conclude that the orbital derivative is strictly negative on non-stationary orbits if the self-adjoint operators
only possess strictly positive eigenvalues for any parameter value α ∈ (δ, β). We will now prove that this is the case for α ∈ (0, 4 π ) . The operators in (1.4) correspond to the weak formulation of the homogeneous heat equation in (0, π) with boundary conditions
The eigenfunctions to a putative eigenvalue λ 2 ∈ R can be assumed to be of the form A sin(λx) + B cos(λx). In fact, the trace operators added to the Neumann Laplacian in (1.4) constitute a compact perturbation, as is discussed in [12] . Therefore the operators (1.4) conserve a pure point spectrum.
Imposing the boundary conditions leads to a linear system that only admits non-trivial solutions if its determinant vanishes. The characteristic equation is easily found to be
If negative eigenvalues λ 2 exist, then they need to be of the form λ = iµ for µ ∈ R . Then µ is a solution of
Note that for |µ| > α 2 , id R and r α have opposite signs. Any non-trivial solution is therefore confined to the interval − We proceed to show that r α is strictly concave in [0, 
To find a criterion that implies a negative second derivative of r α observe that
This leads to the condition α 2 π 3 − 8π < 16π which holds when α is less than In this paper a different approach is presented that will ensure stability of the trivial solution all the way to the Hopf bifurcation from the steady state that occurs for β = β 0 ≈ 5.6655 . The proof will not construct a Ljapunov functional explicitly. It sharpens the result in this remark to a maximal range of stability, yet at the expense of a significantly more technical proof.
The Volterra Integral Equation at the boundary component {x = π}
The (abstract) variation of constant formula representation (1.3) for the classical solutions of (1.1) can be evaluated at x = π to verify that for any given initial state u 0 ∈ H 1 u(t) := γ π u(t, u 0 ) , solves a Volterra integral equation of the second kind. We collect this observation in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let β ∈ (0, ∞) and let Φ β (·, u 0 ) be any orbit of the continuous semiflow Φ β , H 1 then
solves the nonlinear convolution-kernel Volterra integral equation of the second kind
where the so-called forcing function f ≡ f (u 0 ), the convolution kernel a, and g β are defined as
Proof. Note that for t > 0 the analyticity of the semigroup implies that e −tA N δ 0 ∈ H 1 since δ 0 ∈ H −1 . Hence, thanks to the embedding H 1 → C [0, π] , the kernel a can be defined pointwise by evaluating at x = π. The evaluation at x = π for t > 0 yields
and concludes the proof.
Next we collect some remarks, which will be needed in the subsequent study of the above Volterra integral equation.
Remarks 2.2. (a)
A full spectral resolution of the operator A N can be computed in order to obtain a series representations for the (kernel of the) semigroup generated by −A N , which reads
and is the fundamental solution for the parabolic homogeneous Neumann problem on the interval [0, π], where c 0 = 1 π and c k = 2 π for k ≥ 1. Consequently, the integral kernel a satisifies a = −N (t, π), i.e. it holds that
Besides the convolution kernel a, the forcing term f can also be expressed in terms of the basis of eigenfunctions to give
(b) For u 0 ∈ H 1 the forcing function is in BUC ∞ (0, ∞) and its n-th derivative satisfies
This follows from (2.4), i.e. from the exponential convergence of u N (t, u 0 ) to the constant functionū 0 as t → ∞ .
(c) The fundamental solution (2.2) can also be obtained from the heat kernel on the whole real line:
4t , x ∈ R, t > 0.
First one obtains the kernel H π for the 2π-periodic heat equation by "periodization"
Then by introducing the Riemann theta function
and by setting
it is directly verfied with (2.2) that
It is a classical result (see e.g. [18] ) that the periodic heat kernel H π can be represented by θ , i.e.
As a consequence of (2.5) the Neumann fundamental solution N can be written in terms of the periodic heat kernel
(2.6) The fundamental solution for the Neumann problem can thus be constructed from the heat kernel on R by "periodization" and "reflection". 
Also note that, by definition,
s , for n ≥ 1. The limits for t → ∞ are obtained directly from (2.3). To determine the one-sided limits we observe that −a(t) = N (t, π) = 2H π (t, π) and therefore the limits for t 0 follow from the well-known properties of the heat kernel on the unit circle. In particular from the concentration of the kernel's mass at x = 0 as t 0 , more precisely
In the sequel we will not need the one-sided limits for the derivatives a (n) . For the sake of being more self-contained we also provide an alternative, more direct argument for lim t 0 a(t) = 0 . The Jacobi theta function
is particularly simple for z = 0
It is known ( [2] , Chapter 3 ) that lim q 1 ϑ 4 (q) = 0 and therefore
Therefore by setting q = e −t we obtain lim t 0 a(t) = 0 from
The kernel a (extended by 0 for t ≤ 0) satisfies
and its n-th derivatives satisfy
This follows from the kernel's representation (2.3).
(f ) Similarly the shifted kernel a s = a + 1 π , extended smoothly to t = 0 by setting a
Again, this follows from (2.3). Note that the extension of a s to negative arguments by zero creates a discontinuity at t = 0 . This will be relevant when computing its Fourier transform.
(g) The series representation of the Fourier transforms of a s and a s := a (1)
s will be needed in the sequel to recover the Popov stability criterion from the Volterra integral equation. They are given bŷ
and by
respectively. Note that, here, we define a s (t) also for negative arguments by setting its value to zero for t < 0 . As a consequence of this extension, a s is discontinuous at t = 0 , which impacts the Fourier transform of its distributional derivative a s .
To determine the Fourier transforms we use (2.3) and interchange the order of summation and integration, which is justified by the uniform convergence in (2.3). To computeâ s observe that
and thereforê
To find the Fourier transform of a s one can proceed similarly and we evaluate the occuring integral as follows
By using (2.7) we find the result
The Laplace transform L(a) of the kernel also has the closed form representation
The series representation of the Laplace transform is obtained from (2.3) by elementary integrations. Its explicit representation is obtained in [12] (formula (10)) in a different context and is derived again in Section 3.3. A more elementary direct computation using a partial fraction expansion is also given in e.g. [4] .
can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of a s and that of a s . In fact, for ω ∈ R, it holds that
The inequality
10)
is then equivalent to
We will use this relationship between L(a) andâ s and a s to verify that the stability condition (2.10) obtained from the analysis of the integral equation (2.1) is precisely the Popov stability criterion (2.11) applied to the transfer function G + .
The next proposition is one key ingredient for our main stability result. It shows that, in order to infer the decay of all orbits of the semiflow Φ β , H 1 to zero in the Banach space H 1 , it is sufficient to prove that their trace at x = π decays to zero in R. Hence the stability analysis of the nonlinear parabolic evolution problem (1.1) reduces to the study of the aymptotic behaviour as t → ∞ of the solutions of the Volterra integral equation (2.1). It turns out that the nonlocality of the problem is thereby encoded in the kernel a in a more tractable way.
which entails the convergence of the integral addend since u N (t, π) →ū 0 as t → ∞. We claim that the limit can be identified, i.e. that
Indeed, by assumption, given any ε > 0, a time t ε > 0 can be found such that
since g β (0) = 0 and g β is continuous. Then, for any t > t ε we have that
Next we use the fact that we know the full spectral resolution of the operator A N given by
where the eigenfunctions are given by
This yields a representation of the semigroup as
Now observe that
with convergence in H −1 , which yields
Next we split the integral
into the integral up to t ε and the rest. Estimating separately, we see that
since g β ∞ ≤ 1, and that
This allows us to conclude that, given ε > 0, there ist ε > 0 such that
for t >t ε , which yields the stated convergence. Next notice that, given x ∈ [0, π), it holds that
cos(kx)e −tk 2 for t ≥ 0.
A similar argument then shows that also for x ∈ [0, π) and t → ∞
The limit is 0 since we already proved that
in the first step of the proof. Note that, while a(t, 0) has a singularity in t = 0, this singularity is integrable, as shown in Remark 2.2(c), and the argument goes through. We have thus shown that
. We now prove that convergence takes place in the topology of H 1 . To that end use (1.3) to derive the equation satisfied byû n (t), which is the n-th coefficient in the expansion of the solution
Observe that the H 1 norm of a function u as above is equivalent to
This is seen by extending u to a periodic functionũ by reflection, i.e. by settingũ(x) = u(2π − x) for x ∈ [π, 2π], and noticing the direct relation between the standard Fourier series ofũ and the spectral basis expansion of u . We also use the fact that u ∈ H 1 (0, π) if and only ifũ ∈ H 1 per (0, 2π) . For n = 0 we have thatû
A simple calculation using the boundedness of g β then yields
This, together with the fact that u 0 ∈ H 1 , implies that the series
converges uniformly in t ≥ 0. Arguing as in the first part of the proof, i.e. by using the integral representation (1.3) and splitting it, we obtain
for any n ≥ 0 and we can infer that u(t) → 0 in H 1 by combining this with the uniform convergence of the series (2.12). Note that the tail of the series can be made small uniformly in time, while the remaining finite sum can be estimated by the choice of a sufficiently large time.
Relationship to Feedback Control Problems
No reference will be made to this section in the rigorous development of the proof for the stability result. Nevertheless we include it before proceeding to the analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of the Volterra integral equation derived in the previous section. Our concern is that, otherwise, the proof may appear as a rather arbitrary succession of technical results for a Volterra integral equation, where, in the end, somewhat miraculously, the desired result emerges out of the blue. In addition the linear and streamlined exposition that results when omitting this section would not at all reflect the rather convoluted path which eventually led to this proof. Readers familiar with feedback control systems and distributed parameter systems, in particular those with knowledge of the celebrated Nyquist and Popov criteria may omit this section without fearing any gaps in rigour for the sequel of this study. We refer to [16] , [4] for more information on feedback control systems.
A classical n ∈ N-dimensional single-input-single-output (SISO) feedback system, which is also a special case of Lur'e system (which allows for multiple inputs and outputs), takes the form
for a matrix A ∈ R n×n , for vectors b, c ∈ R n×1 , and for a nonlinear function h : R → R. An important object in the study of such systems is the so-called transfer function G given by
It is obtained from the system by taking a Laplace transform L with zero initial condition. Assuming h(0) = 0 yields the equilibrium y ≡ 0 and one is interested in its stability. This has attracted a great deal of interest, especially for the class of nonlinearities satisfying a so-called local [global] sector condition, i.e. such that
for real numbers a < b. Two stability conditions which emerged from the research go by the name of the circle and the Popov criteria, respectively. They can be formulated in terms of the transfer function of the system. The present paper has drawn inspiration from these developments of control theory in view of the possibility of thinking of (1.2) as an infinite dimensional SISO feedback system. The correspondence is given by 
Here f (t) ∈ BC(R + , R) is interpreted as the input to the system at x = 0. Note that we choose the equilibrium state u 0 ≡ 0 as the initial condition. The output is obtained by measuring the temperature at x = π by taking the trace of the solution u(t, u 0 ) of the initial value (3.1) which is given by
Hence the system output g(t) is given by
In the previous section we discussed that
and therefore the output is computed by convolution of the input with the kernel −a
We can now apply the Laplace transform to both sides of (3.11) to obtain
The transfer function is defined as G nloc := L(−a) and was already computed in the previous section
The closed loop feedback system with gain β corresponding to (3.1) is given by
In feedback control analysis, the closed loop system transfer function is obtained from the open loop transfer function. Adopting the usual definition from finite dimensional feeback systems heuristically, we set
It is clear that the zeros of the closed loop transfer function and the zeros of the open loop transfer function coincide. The poles of the closed loop transfer function correspond to the set
This leads to the use of Rouché's theorem to derive the Nyquist stability criterion. It gives sufficient conditions for the stability of the trivial equilibrium in terms of a vanishing winding number of the Nyquist curve Nyquist β G nloc := β G nloc (iω) ω ∈ R , around the point (−1, 0) in the complex plane. In Figure 1 the Nyquist plot is computed numerically for β = 1 from the representation
for numerical values in ω ∈ (−50, −0.2) ∪ (0.2, 50) . A semi-circle in the complex right half-plane of radius 0.2 is followed to avoid the singularity at zero. This leads to a closed Nyquist curve. A solution (ω 0 , β 0 ) such that G nloc (iω 0 ) ∈ (−∞, 0) and
leads to a critical parameter value β 0 . It can be found from the condition
It appears that (3.8) possesses infintely many real solutions. In fact, by using the explicit representation (3.7) a calculation that separates real and imaginary parts of the denumerator in (3.7) and uses the expression for the imaginary part of 1 a+ib leads to an explicit equivalent expression for the condition (3.8), given by Clearly this is equivalent to the condition already found in [11] (Remarks 4.2.)
and shows that (3.8) has infinitely many solutions. Picking the smallest solution, which occurs for ω 0 ≈ 1.13344388, it is found by inserting, that G nloc (iω 0 ) ≈ −0.17650842 . The critical value for β 0 is finally obtained from
Hence this formal application of the Nyquist criterion suggests that the zero state of (3.6) is asymptotically stable for β ∈ (0, β 0 ). This stability interval determined heuristically is identical to the (linear) stability interval determined rigorously in [11] by fully describing the spectrum of the generator of the linear semigroup associated with (3.6).
3.2.
The local linear feedback problem. We also briefly discuss the local version of (3.1) and also refer to [4] where a similar stability analysis of this problem can be found. We start again with an input signal f (t) that enters as before:
Now the output is obtained by measuring the temperature at x = 0 by taking the trace γ 0 of the solution u(t, u 0 ) of the initial value (3.9). Hence the system output g(t) is given by For this local version we now determine the kernel by evaluating at x = 0
Again the output is given by convoluting the input with the kernel a loc
and by applying the Laplace transform
The transfer function is defined as G loc := L(−a loc ) and it can be expressed as
The local closed loop feedback system with gain β is now given by
(3.14)
In Figure 2 we compute the Nyquist plot from the representation (3.13) and observe that the Nyquist plot lies in the right complex half-plane. Therefore the stability range for the local problem obtained from the above heuristic application of the Nyquist criterion is β ∈ (0, ∞) . We point out that this already follows rigorously from the analysis of the spectrum of the generator of the linear semigroup, as is discussed in [11] and [12] . In fact, for a wide class of nonlinear parabolic evolution problems in one space dimension with "local" or "separated" boundary conditions, the general results of P. Poláčik et. al. (see e.g. [3] ) show that all orbits converge to steady states, whenever a compact global attractor is known to exist.
3.3.
Nyquist criterion and spectral linear stability analysis. This short section aims at drawing a formal connection (with no proofs) between the mathematical linear stability analysis originally performed in [11] and the Nyquist diagram approach found in applications and just described. It is known from semigroup theory [9] that the Laplace transform of a strongly continuous semigroup T A (t) | t ≥ 0 on a Banach space E is the resolvent of its generator, i.e. that
with s ≥ ω(A), where ω(A) is the smallest real number for which T A (t) L(E) ≤ M e ωt for t ≥ 0 and some constant M ≥ 1. This formula hints at the fact that the poles of the resolvent are the modes of decay/growth of T A , which, in turn, correspond to the eigenvalues of A. For the semigroup e −·A N the eigenvalues λ ∈ C are determined by the equation √ λ sin(π √ λ) = β as follows from [11] , whilē u = L(u) satisfies the identitȳ
as follows from the weak formulation
of the Laplace transform of (1.1) given by
which confirms that
is the transfer function of the open loop control system. Equation (3.15) allows one to recoverū(s, π) by simple evaluation at x = π to get
an explicit representation of the solution of the closed loop system. Notice that, after evaluation at x = π, equation (3.15) is simply the Laplace transform of the Volterra integral equation (2.1) in the linear case. Now the modes of decay (or growth) of u are fully determined by the poles ofū, which, in turn, are determined by the zeros of 1 + β (s + A N ) −1 δ 0 (π), since these are the only poles ofū which change with β. Since the Nyquist plot is a complex analytical procedure to identify poles in the "bad" half-plane, it ends up being a method to check when stability is lost for the linear problem and, hence, amounts to a linearized stability criterion for the original nonlinear system, in this case.
3.4.
The Popov criterion applied to the nonlocal and nonlinear feedback problem. The Popov criterion for a nonlinearity satisfying the global sector condition [0, β] is stated in terms of the transfer function of the linear open loop system. Applied to our transfer function the Popov criterion requires that, for a given parameter β > 0, there exists a constant q(β) > 0 such that, for ω ∈ R,
If we define the Popov plot by
then (3.16) is equivalent to the existence of a constant q > 0 such that the straight line in the complex plane with slope q through the real point − 1 β lies to the left of the Popov plot P (G nloc ). If the criterion is fulfilled, then any nonlinearity in the sector [0, β] leads to an asymptotically stable nonlinear feedback system. Note that our particular nonlinearity tanh(β·) satifies the sector condition [0, β] and therefore the nonlinear evolution problem (1.1), at least formally, falls into the class of nonlinear feedback systems covered by the Popov criterion.
The Popov plot (3.17) can easily be computed numerically from the explicit representation (3.13) and is displayed in Figure 3 . Since the Popov plot crosses the real line at − 1 β 0 where β 0 ≈ 5.6655 is the constant already discussed above, the criterion suggests that the parameter range of stability is given by (0, β 0 ) . In the next section we will prove this result by studying the nonlinear Volterra integral equation (2.1). In the course of our rigorous analysis, which will be resumed in the next section, the application of the Parseval-Plancherel identity will lead to a Fourier representation of a stability condition in terms of the kernel of the integral equation. The stability condition obtained in this way then turns out to be equivalent to the Popov criterion and allows for a rigorous proof of the above heuristic argument via the integral equation. 
Asymptotic Stability for the Integral Equation
The objective of this section is the proof of the following result. The ideas originate in [20] and are adapted to obtain the following proposition. In particular, we have adapted the expression for W 1 in [20] by subtracting the β-dependent term.
Proposition 4.1. Fix β ∈ (0, β 0 ) and u 0 ∈ H 1 . Let y ∈ BC (0, ∞), R be a solution of the integral equation (2.1). Then lim t→∞ y(t) = 0.
For the proof we need a series of lemmas and an auxiliary function.
Note that in our notation we may not always explicitly indicate the dependence on β and q in the notation for W i , i = 1, 2, 3 nor the dependence on the function y.
Lemma 4.3. Let β, q ∈ (0, ∞) and y ∈ BC [0, ∞), R . Then
It therefore also holds that W β,q ≥ 0 for t ≥ 0.
Proof. The nonnegativity of W 1 follows from its nonnegative integrand. First note that g β (y) = 0 for y = 0 and hence the integrand vanishes for y = 0. For y = 0 we can express the integrand as 1
and the positivity of this expression follows from g β (y)β y > 0 and from
β y ∈ (0, 1) . Also the nonnegativity of W 2 is a consequence of g β (y) y > 0 for y = 0 .
Lemma 4.4. Let β, q ∈ (0, ∞) and let y ∈ BC (0, ∞), R be a solution of the integral equation (2.1)
1) where
Using convolutions, the latter expression can be written more concisely as
where J β,q is defined for τ ≥ 0 by
Proof. First note that by (2.1) and since a(0) = 0 by Remark 2.2 we obtain
Then by the simple transformation dy = y (τ )dτ we can rewrite W 2 as
By partial integration we can rewrite W 3 as
Now insert (4.3) in (4.4) and use the above expressions (4.3)-(4.5) in the definition of W. The claimed decomposition is obtained by collecting the integrals contaning f and f and the constant q G β (0), which produces V β,q . The remainining terms are found to be equal to R β,q by using the identity
and by replacing a by a s in the other term so that finally the kernel a s + q a s results in the expression for R β,q . The more concise representation of R β,q is clear, since we simply use the definition of the convolution in our specific situation
In the next lemma we apply the Parseval-Plancherel Theorem to derive a Fourier representation for R β,q . This will allow us to obtain the criterion that makes R β,q < 0 so that the nonnegative quantity W β,q will be bounded by V β,q from above.
Lemma 4.5. Let β, q ∈ (0, ∞) and let y ∈ BC (0, ∞), R be a solution of the integral equation (2.1)
where for τ ∈ R and t ≥ 0 g β,θt (τ ) := g β y(τ ) θ t (τ ) ,
and y(τ ) := 0 for τ < 0 .
The Fourier transforms of a s and a s were discussed in Remarks 2.2. Since g β,θt ∈ L 1 (R) ∩ L 2 (R) for each t ≥ 0 , its Fourier transform is defined classically.
Proof. We will use the Parseval-Plancherel identity
we extend J β,q defined in 4.
for each t ≥ 0 and the Parseval-Plancherel identity yields
Remark 4.6. For β, q ∈ (0, ∞) and a solution y ∈ BC (0, ∞), R of the integral equation (2.1) with u 0 ∈ H 1 , the condition R β,q (t) < 0 for t ≥ 0, is satisfied ifâ
By using the series representation (2.3) one sees that this is equivalent to (2.10) and amounts to
for ω ∈ R. Recalling the definition of G + given in Remarks 2.2(h), 2.2(i) and the Popov criterion (2.11), which rewrites as
and using the series representation we arrive at
which is equivalent to (2.10). Notice that, by symmetry, it is enough to verify the criterion for ω ≥ 0, and since G + has the explicit representation of Remarks 2.2(h) and 2.2(i), it is possible to use it to verify the validity of the condition.
Lemma 4.7. Let y ∈ BC (0, ∞), R be a solution of the integral equation (2.1) with u 0 ∈ H 1 . Then, for each β ∈ (0, β 0 ), there is q = q(β) > 0 such that
where β 0 ≈ 5.6655 is the Hopf bifurcation value found in [11] .
Proof. Define the functions
so that condition (4.6) is satisfied if sup ω∈R A(ω) + qB(ω) < 1 β for some q > 0. This is clearly only possible as long as
A plot of the (numerically computed) function M shows that the critical value indeed coincides with β 0 from [11] . This result obviously only shows that we find a value numerically that coincides with β 0 in [11] up to the finite precision of the numerical method used for its calculation. To prove that the critical value of β indeed equals the value determined in [11] , we need additional considerations. First we describe a somewhat hidden but elementary symmetry between sin(z) and sinh(z) on the diagonal in the complex plane. This may be well-known in other contexts, but since we were not able to find an explicit reference we include it here for clarity. We will also use that sinh is an odd function and that for z ∈ C sinh (z) = sinh(z) and sin(z) = sinh(i z) i .
Now assume d sin(rd) ∈ R for d ∈ D and r ∈ R . Then using the above identities
which is the complex conjugate of −d sinh(rd) and thus proves the equivalence statement. Clearly, if the values are real then the calculation also shows that the claimed sign relationship must hold.
Now we can show that the critical β determined from the Popov criterion coincides with β 0 obtained from the spectral analysis in [11] .
and
Then
Then for the constant β 0 obtained in [11] determined by
Proof. The identity Ω Pop = Ω Nyq follows from the definition since ω = 0 is excluded from both sets. Hence both sets collect the positive values of ω at which G + (iω) ∈ R . By the explicit representation of G + given in Remarks 2.2 and since for z = 0 , clearly z ∈ R ⇐⇒ 1 z ∈ R we obtain that
The second characterization of Ω Pop that involves sin instead of sinh follows from Lemma 4.8 by setting d = √ iω and r = π . The reason why the condition
characterizes the constant β 0 is discussed in [11] . In fact, for β = β 0 the generator of the linear semigroup possesses a complex conjugate pair of imaginary eigenvalues ±i ω 0 that gives rise to a Hopf bifurcation as the parameter crosses the value β 0 . Finally, that β 0 = sup q>0 M (q) follows from the fact the Popov curve intersects the real axis for ω = ω 0 and that this intersection is the most negative intersection point of the Popov curve with the real axis. This point is given by
Since by (4.7) and Lemma 4.8
we obtain
Therefore for any β > β 0 no half-plane in C exists that contains the real point − 1 β without intersecting the Popov curve. This geometric criterion is implicit in the Popov stability criterion, where the parameter q > 0 varies the slope of the half-plane's boundary. Clearly, to be fully rigorous in this argument we would need to discuss the path and the asymptotics of the Popov curve in the complex plane in more detail. Here we are thus relying to some extent on the qualitative features of the Popov curve that was obtained numerically.
The above result establishes a relationship between those values of β ∈ R\{0} that produce a conjugate complex pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the operator A(β) := − + βγ 0 γ π , studied in [12] , and the real values of the Nyquist curve. In fact, the above result also implies that
| ω ∈ R\{0} and |ω| ∈ Ω Nyq } .
After these clarifications we can now formulate a lemma that exploits the possibility to control the sign of R β,q(β) for β ∈ (0, β 0 ) to obtain a bound on V β,q(β) .
Lemma 4.10. Let y ∈ BC (0, ∞), R be a solution of the integral equation (2.1) with u 0 ∈ H 1 . Let β ∈ (0, β 0 ) and let q = q(β) > 0 be such that R β,q(β) (t) ≤ 0 for t ≥ 0. Then the function V = V β,q(β) defined in Lemma 4.4 satisfies
with a constant c independent of t ≥ 0.
Proof. Since
integration by parts yields
Since R β,q(β (t) ≤ 0 and W β,q(β) (t) ≥ 0 for t ≥ 0, then using (4.1) we conclude that, for t ≥ 0,
It follows that 1 2π
a constant c > 0 can be found which is independent of t ≥ 0 and such that
for t ≥ 0. This is a consequence of the boundedness of y, f , f , and f discussed in Remarks 2.2. Therefore we infer from (4.8) that there is a c > 0 such that 0 ≤ V (t) ≤ c K(t) + W 2 (0) for t ≥ 0. This finally implies that E is bounded and therefore that K is bounded, which concludes the proof by (4.10).
Proposition 4.11. Let β ∈ (0, β 0 ) and y ∈ BC 0, ∞), R be a solution of (2.1) with u 0 ∈ H 1 . Then y ∈ BUC [0, ∞), R) .
Proof. Since y solves (2.1), we have that
for t ≥ 0 and where f (t) = e −tA N u 0 (π) is the forcing function induced by u 0 . We proceed by verifying that each term is uniformly continuous. The first term is uniformly continuous by Remark 2.2(b). For the second term note that in the proof of Lemma 4.10 it was shown that E defined by E(t) = t 0 g β y(τ ) dτ for t ≥ 0 is bounded. It is clearly continuous by assumption (on y). Its derivative is given by g β • y which is a bounded function and hence implies that E is uniformly Lipschitz. Finally, the last term can be written as a convolution t 0 a s (t − τ )g β y(τ ) dτ = a s * (g β • y) (t), t ≥ 0.
Since a s ∈ L 1 [0, ∞) and g β • y ∈ L ∞ [0, ∞) , well-known results about the regularity of convolutions imply the stated uniform continuity (see e.g. [1] or [8] ).
Before we can proceed with the proof of Proposition 4.1 we need the following elementary but important result. shows that the function is the product of bounded and unifornly continuous functions since z is such and since tanh has a bounded derivative and is therefore globally Lipschitz continuous. Indeed this yields tanh z(t) − tanh z(s) ≤ L z(t) − z(s) , t, s ∈ [0, ∞), so that the boundedness and uniform continuity of z is inherited by tanh(z).
Having now collected all the required technical results in the previous lemmas we can finally give the proof of our main proposition on the integral equation (2.1). Proof. Let u ∈ H 1 arbitrary. Then by Lemma 2.1 the trace of the orbit γ π (Φ β (t, u)) solves the Volterra integral equation (2.1). By Proposition 4.1 the assumption β ∈ (0, β 0 ) implies that as t → ∞ γ π (Φ β (t, u)) → 0 in R .
Finally, by Proposition 2.3 we conclude that Φ β (t, u) → 0 in H 1 as t → ∞ , which implies that the omega-limit set ω(u) = {0} . ThereforeÂ β = {0} . For β ∈ (0, 4 π ) we have shown in Remark 1.2 that a Ljapunov function for the semiflow exists. By Theorem 2.3. in [17] the B-attractor A β consists of complete trajectories connecting stationary states of the semiflow (Φ β , H 1 ) . Since we know thatÂ β = {0} by the proof of the first statement and since non-trivial complete orbits connecting {0} with itself are excluded by the existence of the Ljapunov function, we conclude that A β =Â β = {0} .
We conclude with some remarks on open problems and the extension of the results to a more general class of nonlinearities g β , which so far we have assumed to be equal to tanh(β·) for simplicity.
Remarks 5.2. (a)
Assume that for each β ∈ (0, ∞) the function g β : R → R has the following properties:
(i) g β is bounded and globally Lipschitz continous.
(ii) g β (0) = 0 and g β (0) = β . (b) We conjecture that A β =Â β = {0} for β ∈ (0, β 0 ) . Since we were not able to find a Ljapunov function for β ≥ 4 π , this natural conjecture may require a different proof that we don't have at this time.
(c) By the existence of a non-trivial periodic solution for β ∈ (β 0 , β 0 + ε) for some ε > 0 we know that {0} is a proper subset of A β for β ∈ (β 0 , β 0 + ε) . We conjecture that this is true for β ∈ (β 0 , ∞) . 
